
PERFORMANCE CHECK
Identify your open performance potential

In a Performance Check, a W&H expert evaluates the 

current potential of your machine and your production 

environment. To gain initial knowledge and information, 

first data is collected remotely as well as a customer 

questionnaire for self-assessment analyzed. 

Based on the data a W&H expert visits your production 

site to check the status of your machine, the organiza-

tion of your production environment and processes as 

well as the use of automation and assistance systems for 

efficient production.

As a result, performance deficiencies in the interfaces 

between staff, machines and the production environment 

can be identified and optimized. A detailed report provi-

des not only an overview of the machine performance, 

but also recommendation for action and improvements.

Your advantages

  Comprehensive expert evaluation of  

 actual machine performance

 Identification of open improvement  

 potential

 Recommendation for optimization  

 measures  

Why Performance Check?

                                                          W&H CONSULTING
With a W&H Consulting, you will receive practice-oriented on-site consulting related to your individual challenges. 
Besides comprehensive expert knowledge, we provide professional methods for identifying potential and advise 

you on how to implement the improvements.

After the successful implementation of the recom-

mendations, your productivity and quality will increase 

sustainably. This way the Performance Check not only 

helps to avoid downtimes and consequential damages 

through unforeseen problems, but also to optimize pro-

duction performance according to the actual situation 

and requirements. 

Learn more about W&H Performance Check:
https://www.wh.group/int/en/academy/customer_trainings/
consulting/performance_check.html

Find more information on the 
back of the page.
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CONTACT

PERFORMANCE CHECK
Identify your open performance potential

Learn more about W&H Performance Check:
https://www.wh.group/int/en/academy/customer_trainings/
consulting/performance_check.html

More details

Target group 	W&H customers

	Production managers, shift supervisors, machine operators

	Maintenance managers, mechanics, electricians

Machine technology The Performance Check is available for extrusion, printing and converting machines.

Expert 	Certified W&H trainer 

	W&H service consultant

	Experienced W&H service technician

Duration 	1 day of preparation 

	2 days of on-site check

	2 days of potential analysis and recommendation

For further information or booking requests please contact your local sales partner 
or the W&H Academy customer training.

 training-center@wuh-group.com

Find more information on the 
back of the page.
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